Altered behaviour and reduced survival of juvenile olive flounder, Paralichthys olivaceus, infected by an invasive monogenean, Neoheterobothrium hirame.
Neoheterobothriumhirame is a blood feeding monogenean of olive flounder Paralichthys olivaceus. The parasite was first reported in the mid-1990s from the Sea of Japan and became epidemic within cultured and wild flounder populations after several years. Infected fish often suffer from severe anaemia and thus the parasite is thought to have played an important role in the recent depletion of flounder populations in some areas of Japan. However, the causal mechanism underlying the parasite epidemic and decreases in host populations is unclear because apparently N. hirame infection is not fatal to the host. Here, we tested the hypothesis that N. hirame indirectly reduces the survival of wild juvenile flounder by altering their behaviour and making them more susceptible to predation. We conducted a series of experiments to compare behaviours and predation susceptibility between experimentally infected juvenile P. olivaceus and uninfected fish. Results showed that N. hirame infection increases the activity level, alters diel activity and has negative effects on burrowing performance and swimming endurance. When juvenile flounder cohabitated with predators, the survival rate of infected juveniles was approximately 25% less than that of uninfected fish. We believe this is the first empirical evidence linking N. hirame infection to death of the host through predation. Consequences of N. hirame-induced behavioural change for the survival of juvenile flounder in the wild are discussed. We conclude that recent outbreaks of N. hirame are likely to have been a key factor in the decline of flounder populations in Japan.